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–
A desktop panel system offering an  

attractive and practical privacy solution.  

Outlines can be added to any new or existing  

HDL desking series.



see jupiter series for available  
chair options

www.heartwooddl.com 

Outlines

Designed as a desktop privacy panel system,  

Outlines can be incorporated into many of the HDL 

product lines to add a level of privacy normally 

provided by cumbersome panels or more expensive 

‘Systems’ furniture.

The main advantage of the Outlines range is its  

flexibility. This product can form part of a new  

desk set up or can be retrofitted to an existing 

desktop simply and easily.

The Outlines series offers shaped transaction tops 

that provide more surface area, perfect for creating 

a reception-style setting. All tops can be ordered to 

match our Innovations and Pinnacle series.

Multi-Station
Shown in: Sugar Maple 
48” x 71”



Construction 

Using premium quality, recyclable aluminum extrusions, 

Outlines delivers where it matters: Durability required 

for the work place. Outlines has been designed and 

built to last.

Fast, easy installation makes this perfect ‘add-on’  

series a good choice for every office.

Transaction Tops and Edge Details

Outlines offers both 1” Innovations or 1 1/2” Pinnacle 

fluted transaction tops and edges to complement  

existing furniture in the HDL range of products.

outlines

Panels 

HDL panels are made from recyclable clear  

polycarbonate as it is light, durable, and will  

not discolour over time. It also enables as much  

natural light into the work space as possible.

If your office needs something beyond our standard 

lines, we can provide custom pieces through our 

sister company, Heartwood Manufacturing Ltd. 

Layout #1A
Shown in: Evening Zen
77” x 77”

Layout #5A
Shown in: Sugar Maple 
71” x 89”

Layout #2A
Shown in: Autumn Maple
77” x 77”

Layout #3A
Shown in: Autumn Maple
71” x 71”



Hanging File Bracket - Pair Accessory TrayPencil Cup Letter Tray

Polycarbonate  
Aluminum Rail

Polycarbonate  
Black Rail

Available Finishes

Accessories

Panels

Phone Support - Pair

1” Panels With 3mm 
Edge Banding

Innovations  
Series Only

1.5” Panels With 3mm 
Edge Banding

Pinnacle  
Series Only

Edge Detail

HDL is pleased to offer a limited lifetime warranty on all 

laminate products.

limited lifetime warranty

HDL is committed to supplying office furniture products in an 

environmentally responsible manner. We are proud to partner 

with like-minded corporate citizens who align environmental 

stewardship with their company’s core values and goals. 

eco story

HDL is committed to maintaining stock at all times. Every 

effort will be made to ensure these products are available.

the in-stock advantage
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Autumn Maple  
AM

Evening Zen 
EZ

Hardrock Maple 
HM

Sugar Maple 
SM

Royal Mahogany 
RM


